Improved conformality and decreased toxicity with intraoperative computer-optimized transperineal ultrasound-guided prostate brachytherapy.
We have developed an intraoperative three-dimensional (3D) conformal treatment planning system for permanent prostate implantation in an effort to reduce toxicity further and improve the accuracy of this procedure. We report the preliminary outcome of patients with localized prostate cancer treated with this approach. Two hundred forty-eight patients with clinically localized prostate cancer were treated with transperineal ultrasound-guided permanent prostate implantation using a real-time intraoperative 3D conformal technique (I-3D) between 1997 and 2001. A genetic algorithm optimization program intraoperatively evaluated the dose deposited throughout the entire 3D volume for multiple seed configurations to identify which seed-loading pattern adhered best to the predetermined target, urethral and rectal dose constraints. The median follow-up time in these patients was 27 months (range 12-51). The dosimetric outcome and acute toxicity profile of these 248 patients were compared with those of patients who were treated between 1988 and 1996 at our institution with a preplanned transperineal implantation technique (PP). Postimplantation dosimetric analysis of the I-3D group demonstrated that the median value of the percentage of the target volume treated to at least the prescription dose (V(100)) was 96%, and the target coverage with the prescription dose (PD) was </=90% in only 3% of these patients. In contrast, among patients treated with the PP method, the median V(100) was 88% and the target coverage with the PD was </=90% in 60% of these patients (p < 0.001). For the I-3D patients, the median and maximal dose to the urethra was 140% and 170% of the PD, respectively, compared with 263% and 532%, respectively, for patients treated with the PP technique. The percentage of urinary symptom resolution at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months for the I-3D cohort was 39%, 72%, 90%, and 97%, respectively. In contrast, the percentage of symptom resolution at the same intervals for patients treated with the PP technique was 12%, 20%, 31%, and 42% (p < 0.001). Multivariate analysis demonstrated that the I-3D technique was an independent predictor of improved target coverage, reduced urethral dose, and more rapid resolution of urinary-related symptoms. The improved dosimetric conformity with the I-3D technique did not compromise the biochemical outcome, as the 4-year actuarial prostate-specific antigen relapse-free survival rate for this group was 97%. The integration of an intraoperative optimization program with 3D dose evaluation throughout the target volume for prostate brachytherapy has consistently achieved excellent target coverage with the PD, and the dose levels to normal tissues were effectively restricted to tolerance ranges. These changes have led to a more favorable acute toxicity profile for patients treated with this technique without compromising biochemical control.